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INTRODUCTION

Within the past fifty years, the musical education of

American youth has undergone a metamorphosis. In com-
mon with other "nonacademic" branches of learning and

skills, music has slowly earned its place in school curricula.

It has become readily available to all the children of all

Jhe people. It has emerged to this democratic state from its

earlier status as a special subject, taught only to children of

exceptional talent by private teachers.

Music education has thus had a part to play in the edu-

cation of the whole person. It has been one of the areas

of importance in creating new concepts of education. Some
of the effects of its rise may be summarized briefly as fol-

lows: first, educationally it has placed basic musical instruc-

tion within the province of the educator, rather than (es-

sentially) the musician, and has raised standards of method-

ology) to meet those of other public school subjects; sec-

ond., socially it has placed all music students on a common

ground, with criteria of superiority being talent and intelli-

fent
capacity for its development; third, economically it

as created more musical occupations for more people and^
has brought about unprecedented markets for talent and for%

musical products (published music, instruments, equipment,,
etc.); and fourth, musically its effect has been a leveling,

process in that more people are studying music, more people
have been awakened to its cultural influence, more talent

has been discovered, and more areas of musical endeavo^,

thought, and performance have been explored.
As in all areas of education, a need for re-examination

and re-evaluation occurs from time to time in music edu-

cation. This book will concern itself with the present need;



it will be an attempt to examine current practices and to

suggest some positive answers to challenges that have been

made. It will deal with the specific areas of voice and vocal

music, as they relate to the training and education of the

adolescent.

Very little information exists about the voice of the

adolescent. This is one of the present challenges. Scientific

research in voice has heretofore concerned itself chiefiy

with the mature or adult voice. This book is concerned with

pointing up the need for such research in the adolesceiK

area. It is not in itself to be considered authoritative in a

scientific way, but much of the factual matter is based upon
a study of extant research that may be considered definitive.

Other challenges exist in vocal music education, that

should be kept in mind. Let us consider some of them.

Until about 1930, vocal music received the greatest emphasis
in school music. Since that time, instrumental music has

gradually assumed greater importance, notably in school-

band development. As bands grew and progressed, interest in

vocal music decreased, or perhaps stood still. Since "to

stand still is to walk backward," it may be said that the

vocal program has retrogressed.
"

Since approximately 1930, the advent of and mechanical

improvement in radio, motion pictures, and television have

made these media strong factors in the education of youth.

Without in any way minimizing the other and more bene-

ficial influences that those media have exerted on th%
musical and cultural life of America, it must be said that

the trends in vocal music, especially in popular types of

singing, have been consistently in the direction of the poor-
est quality of tone and the most harmful use of the voice.

This has been of incalculable harm to the voices of our

youth, because they have listened and been attracted to

prevailing "styles/' with the inevitable result of imitation..

There has been, also, very considerable infiltration of popu-
lar types of singing into the school music program due to

demands of students and the desire of teachers to "go
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along with" their tastes instead of educating them to better

vocal and musical levels.

Another area of challenge is that of the vocal preparation
of school music teachers. While certain aspects of teacher-

training for music educators have been greatly improved, it

is a well-established fact that vocal requirements for teacher

preparation have changed very little, if indeed they have
not retrogressed during the past twenty-five years. This is

true of training on both the elementary and secondary
levels, and it is true of curricula of many teacher-training

colleges (which include most liberal arts colleges and uni-

versities offering degrees in education). A need for study
exists in this area, but it is encouraging to note that stand-

ards of vocal study are very high in some institutions.

A point of controversy exists with regard to the advisi-

bility of adolescents studying voice with private teachers.

It is interesting that not all voice teachers agree on this,

nor do all music educators. On the one hand, some voice

teachers take the view that young voices should be tenderly

handled, and that special training may force them; on the

other, just as many voice teachers assert that correct develop-
ment of adolescent voices will prevent much strain and tend

to establish habits of true voice production, that young voices

are not weak and should be strengthened by proper exer-

cises. Music educators share a similar divergence of opinion
on this point. While a large number of them encourage

young people under their direction to study voice privately,
an equally large group tends to discourage it. Here, too,

is found an area in which more research could be of great
benefit.

We have discussed some general areas of challenge,
which will be touched upon further in this book. We shall

also attempt to underscore the excellence of handling of

adolescent voices in those particular aspects where it may
be found. It is our hope to face present situations realis-

tically and to point out the good practices as well as the

mediocre and the poor.
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This book is based upon two kinds of study and re-

search, first, the author's many years of experience of voice

teaching in a teachers college and to many adolescents as

private students, second, a survey of Secondary School Vocal

Music with emphasis on adolescent voice practices made

by the author during the years 1951 and 1952, by personal

observation of vocal work in high schools of sixty cities in

twenty-seven states.

Other factors that qualify the author to write on the

subject include extensive and long-continued interest in

and observation of vocal practices in schools as well as

in voice studios, examination of thousands of college

freshmen for chorus classification and assignments, adjudi-

cation of many festivals and contests in the schools, remedial

work with voices of many people of all age levels who have

been subjected to various types of vocal misuse and ills;

and constant study of the writings and teachings of known

authorities on the subject.

Curiosity about prevalent practices in the schools

prompted the Survey referred to above, which resulted in

findings of considerable interest to everyone who works

with the voices of youth. These findings, in turn, gave the

incentive to write this book, since it became apparent that

much curiosity on the part of many could be satisfied only

in this way.
The 1951-52 Survey was conducted by visits by the

author to high schools where permission had been granted

by school authorities. Parenthetically, it may be said that

in no case was permission denied, and in no case were the

music supervisors or directors opposed to the visits. A chart

of evaluation points was set up, scrutinized by a panel of

fifteen nationally known authorities in the fields of voice,

chorus, music education, and general education, and ap-

proved by them. It was approved also by the university that

accredited the Survey. Three advisors were appointed to

supervise the work. In the sixty cities (of 25,000 to 100,000

population), the vocal and choral work of more than one

12



hundred vocal music teachers was observed and evaluated,

and more than four hundred singing groups were heard as

well as many individuals. It is probable that at least twenty
thousand young people were included in these observations.

Findings from the Survey are used as a basis for many
of the statements in this book, and may be considered valid,

to a certain degree, since enough cases were studied to

make the Survey a fair cross-section of current vocal prac-
tices in the secondary schools. The reader should, however,

keep in mind that many statements of a general nature are

made that indicate the nature of practices in the majority
of instances. Variations are so great in all areas observed

that it would be patently impossible to make statements

that would apply in all cases.

If this bit of writing on an admittedly provocative sub-

ject should prove to be a stimulus for further thought, study,
and writing, if it should prove useful to voice teachers and
music educators, then the author's efforts waH not have
been in vain.

13





CHAPTER I

ADOLESCENCE

The word adolescence is derived from the Latin words
ad and olescens, meaning "continuing to grow." It is the

period of life between puberty and full mental and physical

maturity. It denotes, for males, the period from fourteen

to twenty-five years of age; for females, the period from
twelve to twenty-one years of age. It is the bridge from
childhood to adulthood, the period of the most rapid growth
and development in human life (except for the very early

years of infancy). It includes the years when patterns for

adult behavior, adult physique, adult mentality, and adult

emotions are being formed and established, to a large

degree.
Adolescence is the period when the child becomes an

individual, striving to adjust himself to a world of other in-

dividuals. The youth is becoming socially conscious, want-

ing to belong to a group, yet becoming increasingly aware
of his own individual potentialities. He tends to grow away
from his limited parental environment, from its protective

covering. When his exploratory desires are opposed by his

elders, he may become resentful or frustrated, with the

result that antisocial behavior may result. There is often

emotional instability during these years, due to personal
insecurity of many types. Heterosexuality is rapidly de-

veloping.

Specifically, the voice of the adolescent is one of the
more serious problems of this age. It is symbolic of, and

closely connected with most of the physical, mental, and
emotional areas of mutation. Strangely, some present-day
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16 The Adolescent Voice: A Study

writings in adolescent psychology neglect the importance
of the voice, mentioning it only as "a factor" in adolescent

development, but offering no real understanding of its

status, nor of the value to be found in its proper care and

handling. Strangely, too, voice scientists have not greatly

interested themselves in research in the area of the ado-

lescent voice. In large part, they have made explorations

only with adult voices. Teachers of voice both in speech
and singing are only beginning to be aware of the serious-

ness of the neglect of young voices, because for many years

they have been hampered by the lack of real knowledge,

having been more or less under the thumb of traditional

ideologies handed down from European teachers. Thus

they, too, have failed to give the voice of the adolescent

the study it deserves, and have either neglected a very

important field of voice education or have handled such

voices in the same way they have handled the voices of

adults.

In recent years, some school music teachers, some re-

search scientists, and some teachers of singing have come
to realize that here is a great challenge toward a goal of

better singing for young people, and, what is of equal

importance, improved singing (and speaking) for mature

adults, since "the child is father to the man," and what

happens to adolescent voices will probably be continued
into adulthood.

It is certain that the voices of both males and females

undergo radical changes during adolescence. These changes
are part of the growth activity known as mutation. In males,
the changes are more abrupt, rapid, and spectacular than
in females. A very sudden change may occur in pitch and

quality overnight in some cases, or a change may be gradual
but proceed rapidly. Both will be spectacular because of
lowered pitch and increased intensity and/or quality. In

females, the changes are nearly always gradual and slow
and pitch ranges do not vary greatly. The most noticeable

changes occur in the quality or timbre, which becomes
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fuller, deeper, and richer because of increased strength in

the vocal mechanism and resultant increased overtones or

partials.

Among the difficulties encountered in studying the voice

of adolescents is the fact that so many varied developmental
factors are to be found in its behavior. First, the extremely

rapid rate of physical growth includes a correspondingly

rapid growth of the vocal organs, of the glandular de-

velopment, and of increased muscular strength and body
metabolism. Second, expanding mentality and capacity for

intellectual achievement results in increased curiosity, ere-

ativeness, and desire for achievement. Third, emergent
emotions manifest themselves in ways that cause difficulty

in personal life adjustments. All of these factors have pro-
found influence upon speech and voice behavior; all vary-

greatly with individuals.

Horticulturists and agronomists know that in order to

produce the finest trees, flowers, and grains, they must be
concerned primarily with seeds, soil conditions, moisture,
and other growing conditions. They know that the plants
will function full well, if (and only if) all growing con-

ditions are "right" for the nurture of the plants, which in

themselves cannot be changed without interfering with the

processes of nature. There is an analogy here with the

functioning of the human voice. Assuming that a vocal

mechanism is normal to begin with, we should concern our-

selves with "growing conditions" during its period of de-

velopment. We do not wish a hothouse voice, therefore

we will not force it. We do not want a weak devitalized

voice, therefore we will not abuse it by neglect or incorrect

adjustments.
Voice educators, whether private studio teachers or

school music teachers, should be well-informed in matters

of adolescent behavior, development, and conditions. A
background of study is indicated that would be helpful to

them, including anatomy, both general and specialized for

the vocal areas, adolescent psychology, basic learnings for
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both group experiences and for individual study, and glan-

dular and sexual development.
If people are to sing after they pass beyond the high

school years, if we are to develop really great singers among
the thousands who aspire to that goal, if adults are to sing

satisfactorily in amateur ways then we should be doing
a better job of attending to the preparation of adolescents

for adulthood than we are doing at the present time.



CHAPTER H

TONE

Voice, like aU other musical instruments, operates under

the laws of sound. Violations of those laws make the tone

take on elements of noise rather than of musical tone. Voice

has certain aspects peculiar to itself that distinguish it from
other musical instruments, and that must be kept in mind

by those in whose care voices are placed. This is particu-

larly important in the area of young, developmental voices.

Distinguishing characteristics of voice include the fol-

lowing factors: first, it is an instrument that is part of the

human body and therefore subject to, and to some extent

controlled by, physiological, mental, and emotional influ-

ences; second, it is an unseen instrument; its actions are the

result of muscular reflexes, in part automatic in response,
in part under conscious control; third, it is an instrument

whose tone is heard in one way by auditors and in another

way by its possessor; and fourth, it is the only musical in-

strument whose tone is invariably integrated with word
sounds. All of these factors constitute involvements that

make the voice impossible to control by direct or conscious

methods, such as may be employed in playing other musical

instruments.

With these fundamental principles in mind, the Survey
of adolescent voice began with a plan for evaluating the

current practices in tone as observed in a cross-section of

high school singing. (See the Introduction for a description
of the Survey.) The following aspects of tone were included

in this plan;
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20 The Adolescent Voice: A Study

1. Production:

a. Freedom from interference

b. Normality for age level

c. Vitality
2. Quality:

a. Clarity, firmness

b. Steadiness

c. Resonation

3. Intonation:

a. As related to free production
b. As related to ear and mind
c. As related to tessitura

Summarizing the grading percentage-wise of all the

above points considered under tone (out of one hundred

situations evaluated in sixty cities), the total ratings were

A 38.5

B 41.7

C 19.8

It should be kept in mind that ratings were made in an

objective, unbiased manner, and judgment was based on
the author's intimate knowledge of many authoritative pro-
nouncements on voice. Among them might be mentioned

chapters on Vocal Music, Music Education Source Book

(official reference work of the Music Educators National

Conference); Training the Singing Voice, a pronouncement
of the National Association of Teachers of Singing; Some

Principles in the Care and Development of the Human
Voice from Childhood through Adolescence to Maturity,
and Problems of Tessitura in Relation to Choral Music,

pronouncements of the American Academy of Teachers of

Singing; Training the Singing Voice, a compendium of all

modem concepts, by Victor Alexander Fields; The Teach-

ing and Administration of High School Music, by Peter W.
Dykema and Karl W. Gehrkens.

Production. In considering the point of freedom, the
matter of freedom from tensions and interferences of vari-

ous kinds in the areas concerned in tone emission was of
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cMef interest. Whether in choral or solo singing, it is essen-

tial that all parts of the vocal mechanism be allowed to

perform their functions without restriction,, with ease, and

in the so-called natural way usually associated with satis-

factory singing. For adolescents, it is of the utmost im-

portance that normal freedom for their particular age levels

be secured; this is not difficult when they are under the

guidance of a skilled teacher or director.

Just what constitutes freedom of tone production in

voices of adolescents? Perhaps the best answer is that the

free functioning of the vocal instrument is always the same,

basically, whatever the age of the singer. This is recognized

by vocal authorities. The American Academy of Teachers

of Singing states that "we believe that the functioning of

the voice of the child, of the adolescent, and of the adult

is governed by identical physical laws; that the principles

governing the use of the voice are the same in all three

stages. From childhood to maturity there is a development
of the body structure, but no change in position or muscular

action."
1 A freely functioning instrument is one in which

there are no undue muscular tensions, but in which there

is the necessary energy to activate and maintain a correctly

balanced vibratory mechanism. During adolescence, the

physiological properties of the larynx are developing,

emerging out of the soft cartilaginous tissue of childhood

and growing rapidly toward the hardness and solidity o

maturity.
The ever-present problem is to recognize the various

stages of growth so that the instrument shaE not be treated

like the delicate one of childhood nor urged to function with

the power and strength of adulthood. This means, then, that

in both private voice teaching and in the direction of school

choral groups the aspect of Normality for Age Level is a

most important consideration, and that all teachers of ado-

1. From the American Academy of Teachers of Singing Pronouncement,

Some Principles in the Care and Development of the Human Voice from

Childhood through Adolescence to Maturity (New York). (Leaflet.)
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lescents must be cognizant of the particular type of tonal

quality, degree of power, and other phases of behavior

peculiar to a given age level.

Observations made in the author's Survey show that

there exists at the present time strong tendencies to over-

estimate the potential capacity of young singers, especially
in regard to the amount of volume they are encouraged and

urged to use. This is evident in the work of some (but

by no means all) directors of high school music. It is also

apparent in the teaching of some voice teachers in studios.

Among the causes of this trend may be cited, first, use of

modem choral arrangements designed to be sung by pro-

fessional-type trained choirs, the demands of which are

often far too heavy for young voices, either because of

highly dramatic (even bombastic) character or because

of unsuitable tessitura and/or ranges; second, directors who
are good musicians but untrained in vocal techniques and

principles, and who work for musical interpretations ( surely
most desirable!) but who are overambitious to perform
difficult music and disregard musical and vocal difficulties

therein; and third, students who are encouraged by parents
and teachers to sing solos far beyond their capacities or

that are unsuitable in content, even attempting (too often)

operatic arias or dramatic songs, a practice that courts

disaster. Unfortunately, some private voice teachers are

at fault in this, as well as the high-school directors and
the parents.

There is a very great difference between 'loudness" of

volume and vitality in the practice of singing. This, the

third point in the Survey, was considered in relation to

the first two aspects, Production and Normality for Age
Level. Mere striving for large volume of tone brings about

overpressure on the larynx and other parts of the muscula-

ture, while working for vitality brings about the proper
phonation through support of die breath and free release

of the tone and word. In general, the Survey findings
showed a strong tendency toward a vital type of singing,
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as opposed to an earlier trend toward devitalized, over-

relaxed singing. TMs was thought to be a step in the right

direction, but there was found to be an equally strong

tendency to urge students to work for loud, heavy tone.

Results showed considerable stridency and harshness in

the voices and off-pitch singing, to say nothing of the

dangers of forcing the action of die young voices.

For the vocal mechanism to function in a normal manner,
it is essential that adequate energy be applied from the

breath and the musculature of the breath, tihat the vocal

bands approximate in correct position and adjustment for

the requirements of pitch, and that proper balance of both
factors is maintained during phonation. If these conditions

are met, a state of vitality will ensue, investing the tone

and word with life and tending to establish general con-

ditions of freedom and ease of emission.

In addition to the above-mentioned factors, which are

chiefly physical in approach, many psychological, emotional,
and spiritual values are involved in gaining true freedom
of vocal expression. These will be treated in following

chapters. It is sufficient to say here that moods of happiness
and joy in singing, states of mental ease and well-being,
and insight into the meaning of the texts are all essential

to genuine freedom in singing.
A general state of vitality should be ioherent in all

singing, at all times, at all ages. This is a principle agreed

upon by most vocal authorities. Varying dynamics in the

music do not alter this fundamental fact. In singing pianis-

simo, for example, the same character and quality of voice

should be used as for a forte passage, as the difference lies

only in the amount, or degree, or tone, not in the kind of

production used. Similarly, in singing fortissimo, the char-

acter and quality should not be forced beyond the normal
function of the instrument.

In this connection, a further passage from the above-

mentioned pronouncement of the American Academy of

Teachers of Singing may be cited: "We believe that the
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practice of inducing young people to sing in a way com-

monly and inaccurately described as 'soft* (which should

be termed "devitalized') will result in the presence rather

than the absence of strain; therefore children and ado-

lescents should be taught the vitaiization of the body in

singing," A comment on the same subject by the late John
C. Wilcox is pertinent: "Muscles of the vocal mechanism

are subject to the same process of development as all other

muscles in the human body, that is, through vigorous exer-

cise. Voices, young or old, are strained when used against
tension of interfering muscles not through energetic use

of the vocal mechanism itself/
72

Quality. The result of free, balanced tone production is

a quality of tone that is pleasant, firm, and capable of de-

velopment to varying degrees of intensity and power. In

the Survey, the following aspects of quality were observed

and evaluated as to the degree of their development among
young students: 1, clarity and firmness; 2, steadiness; and

3, resonation.

Clearness (or clarity) is a property of tone usually con-

sidered the opposite of "breathiness," or of similar types
of tone in which there may be an element of noise. Firmness

occurs when the vocal bands approximate without loss of

energy. Both qualities result from correctly balanced breath

energy to the vibrating element. In childhood, there is less

resistance by the vocal bands to the outward-flowing air

than in adults, as the cartilaginous structure of the larynx
is in a soft and pliable state. Thus it is to be assumed that

children will sing with a somewhat breathy quality (al-

though they may often use a clear kind of tone), since they
do not usually press or force too much energy into the vocal

instrument. During adolescence, the cartilaginous tissues

become stronger and more resistant but are not yet as

firm in their action as are those of the adult. Adolescence

2. John C. Wilcox, "Vocal Guidance for Children and Adolescents/'

Reprinted by permission of ETUDE, the music magazine, Copyright 1942

by the Theodore Presser Company.
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is the period of rapid development of the larynx. The com-
bined functions of the several cartilages and the increases

in growth of the vocal bands become better adjusted and
tend to settle themselves into speech-and-tone patterns for

adulthood. This, then, is the time for beginning a certain

amount of "training" (i.e., establishing correct habits of

phonation) that can and should be begun, not only for

those young people who show promise of outstanding vocal

talent, but also for those whose voices appear to be medio-

cre. If this training is carefully done, later study (as adults)
will progress more rapidly, because there will not be the

need for so much corrective work as is now so often the

case. Adolescents are flexible and alert to a degree that

indicates ability and readiness for some developmental exer-

cise, provided always that teachers understand the physical,

mental, and emotional capacities of particular age levels.

Clever, well-trained high-school directors (vocally

minded) should have no difficulty in demonstrating to

groups of students just how to sing with a minimum of

effort and to produce good tone. The teacher himself

should have experienced the sensations of correct tone pro-
duction in his own voice; indeed, he should be able to sing
the kind of tone he expects to hear, so that students may
get an aural concept of the tone that is asked for. Young
people are wonderful imitators; they enjoy learning to sing
when they realize that good, free singing gives them greater
satisfaction than inadequate, ineffectual kinds. They are

quick to realize the thrill of "making music," whether in

large choruses, small ensembles, or as soloists.

Choral Directors Should Be Vocally Trained. This was

unmistakably demonstrated by the findings of the 1951-52

Survey. In all cases observed, with the possible exception
of one or two, the "A" ratings in Aspects of Tone were

closely correlated with the number of directors who had
studied voice for two years and upward. In the opinion of

the author, voice study has not had, and does not now
have, the importance it deserves in institutional training
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for vocal music teaching in secondary schools. Considerable

stress is placed everywhere on training for musicianship

(obviously a prime essential). Equally obvious should be

the requirement that all directors who assume the responsi-

bility of working with human voices must have as complete
an understanding of the voice as it is possible to secure.

Steadiness was the second aspect of quality. This was

considered as "lack of excessive vibrato." Much has been

written and spoken about vibrato. The subject is considered

controversial in so far as directors either want no vibrato

at all or else would like to work for fullness of vibratory

quality. For some years, large numbers of choral directors

have striven for the removal or restraint of vibrato in choral

tone. They have attempted to secure a so-called straight

tone. This was intended to result in better blending of the

voices and of the parts. By contrast, an equally large num-
ber of directors have kept the ideal of choral tone in which

the vibrato would be present, but would be developed
as a color element (i.e., warmth, richness), and would not

be excessive to the degree where it would have a pitch
waver.

Observations in the Survey were made on the basis of

the kind of tone ideal mentioned above; a choral tone that

is free, clear, smooth, and has a well-balanced vibrato, suf-

ficient to add essential partials to the fundamental, so that

the tone has color and timbre. Findings of the Survey pro-
duced evidence that present views of choral directors tend

to this ideal, rather than to the "straight tone" theory. Pres-

ent practices seem to indicate preferences toward more
resonant, vitalized tone, as opposed to thin, reedy types.

Survey ratings showed "A," 45 per cent, TB," 43 per cent,

and *C/* 12 per cent. As this point is inevitably related to

that of
c<

blend
w

(which was included under the general

heading of Special Aspects), it was found that proportionate

ratings followed quite closely the pattern of those found
in the aspect of Steadiness.

An interesting side light entered into these observations.
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It was apparent that choral directors avoid the tendency
toward overbrilliance, which is in favor with certain schools

of thought in voice teaching. There are, unfortunately, cer-

tain private teachers of voice who train young voices to-

ward a brilliance and excessive vibrato in order to sing

operatic and other music in a more adult style than is

advisable. It is encouraging to note, however, that such

trends are not the practice of the majority of voice teachers.

One word more on the subject of the "straight tone":

it is very probable that this type of tone had its origin
in college choirs directed by musicians wel trained in

traditions of religious music, whose concept was more in-

strumental than vocal. Often men of keen pitch perception,

they tended to stress intonation above all other considera-

tions and they apparently believed that the vibrato was
the root of all evil, as it seemed to cause pitch fluctuation.

They failed to realize that pitch problems derive more from
the vocal instrument than from the ear of the singer. Though
well-intentioned, this type of tone production was carried

to excess in some areas with disastrous results in the hands
of inexperienced directors. While the author was observing

high-school classes, the term "straight tone" was rarely

heard, nor did other terminology indicate that directors

were attempting to work for this. Surely in working with

adolescent voices, it should be evident that free tone pro-
duction is the desirable ideal, that no impediments should

be permitted to interfere with this.

Third in the aspects of Quality was resonance (or, more

correctly, resonation). It may be defined as the intensifica-

tion and enrichment of a musical tone by means of sup-

plementary vibration. (The spaces and bony structures,

vibrating synchronously with the pulses issuing from the

generator of sound, serve to amplify certain frequencies
while filtering out or absorbing other frequencies.) Quality

is, in part, determined by this element of resonation, in

reality a pattern of fundamentals and overtones, including
the distribution of both tonal and vowel-overtone series.
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Resonation is a phase of tone that has many areas of

disagreement. Proponents of one theory may violently op-

pose another, with little means of proof of superiority on

the part of either. True scientific observation of all vocal

phenomena is a comparatively modem development. Even
scientists may not agree on the various areas of vocal

resonation. Voice teachers are frequently criticized for their

many divergent methods in training for resonance. The
reason for this may lie, in part, in the lack of definitive

knowledge, and in part in the failure of teachers to estab-

lish an understandable terminology.
In this connection, it is noteworthy that at least one

professional organization has begun attempts to rectify both

of these lacks. The National Association of Teachers of Sing-

ing has published statements of principle, agreed upon by
the majority of its membership, clearly stated so that basic

facts of tone production may be understood. It would be
well if every person who handles voices would study these

pronouncements carefully.
What is to be said about resonation in adolescent voices?

As stated earlier, there is no organic difference between
the voice of the adolescent and that of the adult; the distinc-

tion is of degree, not of kind. To repeat: in adolescence,
the vocal instrument and the physique are immature; the

musculature is not strong and resistant
(
as it will be within

a few years); the cartilages are in a formative state; the

bony framework is growing rapidly, but is capable of con-

duction of sympathetic vibrations in much the same way
as in adulthood. Air spaces used as "resonators" are not as

large, especially in early adolescence, as those of adults.

The demands of bodily growth may reduce the resonating

potential, as well as prevent the muscles from generating
the essential energy for the act of phonation.

Intonation. The third main factor observed in the Survey
was intonation. Its various aspects were listed as intonation

as related to free production, intonation as related to ear

and mind, and intonation as related to tessitura. It is obvi-
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ous that the ability to "sing in tune/
9

to sing with a feeling
for musical tonality, is of great importance in evaluating any
vocal situation or performance.

Ratings on No. 1 were "A," 30 per cent;
<C

B," 42 per cent;

and "C" 28 per cent. This indicates a mediocre situation,

with regard to thinking of pitch in relation to the free pro-
duction of the voices. It seemed apparent that choral direc-

tors frequently do not consider this aspect of intonation

of sufficient importance. It is possible that they have not

been trained to think along these lines. It is also possible
that their own vocal training has not been correlated with

their musical education, such as, for example, co-ordinat-

ing the acoustical principles of musical tone with acoustical

properties of vocal tone production. Greatest emphasis seems

to be placed upon the aspects of thinking pitch., without

determining causes of pitch deviation. Frequently one of

the basic causes lies in faulty action of the vocal instrument,
rather than in faulty hearing on the part of the singers.

Unless voices are permitted to function in normal, free

emission, faulty intervals, sharping and flatting of the key,
and other common problems cannot be rectified. Muscular

constriction in areas above and around the larynx, such as

the base of the tongue, the lower jaw, lip and facial muscles,
and other areas will prevent the larynx from adjusting to

positions required by the various pitches of the music sung.
Since such adjustments must be allowed to take place in

moving up or down in pitch, attempts to sing a given in-

terval will result in failure, if a fixed laryngeal position is

maintained. To illustrate: in singing the interval of a fourth,

upward, the first tone may be free, but if the second tone

is attempted with the same adjustment, there will be rig-

idity, and the tone may quite possibly be "under the pitch/*
Since the larynx is an instrument of automatic response,
it must be permitted to move freely. It must not be re-

stricted by tensions of the extrinsic muscles.

When undue tensions prevail, as described, another in-

volvement occurs: the particular series of overtones that
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should be components of a given pitch may be altered to

the point where it will be impossible to secure correct pitch.
When many voices are singing together, this situation often

occurs, preventing not only true intonation, but also any-

thing resembling a "blend" of the voices.

In the second factor observed, intonation as related to

ear and mind, the ratings were definitely better: "A," 54

per cent; "B," 35 per cent; and "C," 11 per cent. This point
was interpreted as the ability of students to think pitch,

intervals, and key tonalities; the method of the directors

in working with students along these lines. As cited previ-

ously, there was evidence of too great a stress on thinking
and working for pitch in itself, without regard for freedom
of tone emission, but where both approaches were used,

problems of intonation were well-nigh nonexistent.

Intonation as related to tessitura, the third point in this

aspect of tone, was not found to be in as fortunate a condi-

tion. Tessitura is a term, Italian in source, difficult to inter-

pret in English. It is a highly important factor in all vocal

music, which seems to be confused with "range." The two

terms, while related, are definitely not synonymous. Tessi-

tura may be defined as the prevailing or average position of

the notes in relation to the compass of the voice. It has also

come to mean that part of the vocal range that can be sung
with ease for a considerable length of time.

If the tessitura is above or below a normal level for a

given voice (ie., remains at a high or low level during the

major part of a song), vocal strain will almost inevitably
result, sometimes to the point that individuals will wish to

transfer to another section of a chorus, or to sing solo songs
in other keys "because it is so much easier." If the practice
is long continued, throats will become tense, hoarseness and
other ills may become chronic, and the singing future of the
individual will be endangered.

Composers or arrangers of music for chorus have some-
times been unsuccessful in writing so that each part would
have a satisfactory tessitura. Thus selection of music for
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high-school groups should be given the utmost care. Certain

types of music, otherwise quite suited to the age levels and
vocal capacities, may prove undesirable because the pre-

vailing position of tones in one or more of the parts is

not skillfully written to fit the particular land of voices

which will sing it.



CHAPTER in

POSTURE AND BREATH

Posture and breath, are so closely interrelated in singing
that it is advisable to consider them together. Correct posi-
tion of the body is absolutely essential for the function of

breath in singing, while the establishment of correct breath

habits helps to maintain good posture. Both are require-
ments for the free functioning of the vocal mechanism.
While there are some divergent views held by various au-

thorities regarding the methods of securing satisfactory pos-
ture and breath action, the underlying principles of both

are universally agreed upon, and are hardly debatable. Why
then, it may be asked, is it necessary to emphasize these

matters?

Again let us return to the author's Survey. In observa-

tions of "position of the bodily frame/* 33 per cent rated

"A"; 34 per cent, "B"; and 33 per cent, "C." The obvious

conclusion is that two-thirds of the high-school choruses

are singing with body positions varying from mediocre to

very poor. The above figures refer to the "sitting posture"
used in the majority of group rehearsals. Only a few cases

were observed where the students stood, even for a short

part of the rehearsal. Consideration was given to the posi-
tions of the head, neck, shoulders, spine, chest, legs, and
feet of the boys and girls in the choruses.

The Music Education Source Book, published by the
Music Educators National Conference, states clearly: "Con-
tinuous attention should be given to posture as the funda-
mental basis of all singing." This thought is echoed, time
after time, by all authorities on choral music and in vocal

32
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music education, thus it must be well known to directors

and teachers in the schools. It was something of a shock

to the author to find very prevalent laxity in this aspect,
while observing the work of many high-school choruses.

Frequently during these observations, the author requested
the director to ask a chorus to stand while singing some
numbers. The invariable result was improvement in breath-

ing, tone quality, and intonation. In many instances during

private conversations with the directors, the author was
asked how she herself secured good posture and breathing
habits in groups. When explanations were made, the di-

rectors always made it clear that they knew what good pos-
ture was but did not have any ideas on how to get their

groups to practice it. The author was also frequently asked

to "take over" a chorus in rehearsal, and/or talk with the

group. This gave her a fine opportunity to demonstrate

points that might be helpful to a director.

Adolescent boys and girls are undergoing rapid changes
in growth and developmental processes muscular, skeletal,

and other aspects of physical growth are taxing their

strength; strenuous play and work activities are consuming
their energies. It is not surprising to find that, when they
are under the social controls of the classroom, most of them
become very relaxed, tending to assume positions varying
from "normally restful" to "extremely slovenly." They are

"too tired" to "sit up straight." The suggestion merely brings
on groans of resistance. Adults think this is merely laziness,

but actually the hours spent in classes may be the only
ones in which the teen-agers really relax. They look upon
the choral class as just another class another hour in which
to relax instead of an hour of activity, both physical and

mental, therefore not to be thought of as just another class

hour.

It is the considered opinion of the author that the major
part of all chorus classes, rehearsals, and voice classes should

be conducted with the singers in erect, well-poised, stand-

ing positions. In addition, it is desirable that a certain
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amount of exercise be made an integral part of die re-

hearsal in order to establish muscular activation and co-

ordination of all bodily parts concerned in the act of sing-

ing. The Survey proved these points, without a shadow of

doubt, as in every case where the above-mentioned prac-
tices held, the quality of the work and the enjoyment of

the young people were far superior to all the other cases

observed.

Normal growth, whether of plants or animals, demands
some cultivation. It is one thing to say that a young voice

be let alone, to develop naturally; the same is true of plants
and animals, but it is well established that results are very
much more satisactory if some degree of cultivation and
favorable surroundings are present. The young voice is

preparing for adulthood, it must be remembered. If it is

permitted to "jes

?

grow/* like Topsy, the essential reinforce-

ment and resilience for singing adult music will be lacking,

quite possibly. Proper nourishment, pleasant environment,

training for mental and emotional health all are necessary
to adolescent development. Physical exercise has a large

part to play in this, too. So also must the voice receive

at least a minunuin of exercise to set up correct habits,

not the least of these being those of posture and breathing.
Much of the music being performed and practiced by

high school choruses is of a caliber formerly thought to be

only for college levels or for professional choirs. Much of it

is excellent music; some of it is not. Be that as it may, the fact

remains that adolescents are now being expected to produce
choral effects similar to those of adult choirs and choruses. If

this is to become the accepted practice, they must learn to

sing in an adult way. The author does not feel that this

is possible nor desirable. The point that she wishes to em-

phasize here is that, whatever music is sung, the establish-

ment of correct singing positions is imperative, if the voices
are not to be harmed beyond repair.

To illustrate, let us listen to a rehearsal of a girls' glee
club of about eighty sophomores and juniors (ages approxi-
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mately fifteen through sixteen) in a large high school in

a city of 75,000. The period is fifty minutes long; the girls

are seated on the stage of the auditorium on folding steel

chairs with sloping backs. The director is a young man who
has evidently had considerable conducting experience. He
"conducts" through the entire fifty minutes, going through
one piece after another, with only a few suggestions as to

corrections in notes, rhythms, and so on. No real correc-

tions are made. Music used includes three-part arrangements
of several Handel choruses, one from Mendelssohn's St.

Paul, one of "How Lovely Is Thy Dwelling Place" from

Brahms' German Requiem, and others of like caliber. One

lonely English madrigal is perhaps the only number used

that the girls sing wefl.. We spend the fifty minutes wonder-

ing if the director does not hear that the voices are off

key most of the time, or that the tone quality is so strained

as to make us cringe in horror. The girls sit quietly and

very relaxed, but fatigue is evident long before the hour

is over. Ensuing conferences with the director disclose that

he is an instrumentally trained musician, with little formal

vocal training, who is firmly convinced that he has a mission

to bring to these young people "good music/' and nothing
but the best will do. He is even a bit belligerent about this

last point, informing us that he will have no trashy stuff

in Ms music program. We naturally do not argue the point,
but make some inquiries about training for breath, posture,
and so on. He waves the idea aside as unimportant, saying

only that the school cannot afford posture chairs. Other

leading questions bring similar disinterested comment, but

Tie asks one question that reveals his inner anxiety: "How
can I get my groups to sing on pitch?"

This is not a farfetched or isolated situation; other in-

stances were found similar to this, all related to the pos-
ture-and-breath aspects of adolescent voice handling. It

is cited here to show the very poor quality of work that

results from directors who do not know their business.

Since adolescence is the period of the most rapid pace
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of growth of the human organism (except for the years of

infancy), it should be recognized that considerable strength
and energy goes into that swiftly paced development, and

that abnormal muscular demands may overtax that strength
and energy. One of the "abnormal" demands may be the

singing of music of heavy, difficult, or dramatic character,

when performed by young people who are allowed to

sing with great vocal pressure but without proper rein-

forcement or normal position of the larynx. Just as "ab-

normal," too, is the demand for a too-relaxed type of sing-

ing (light, devitalized tone), also without breath support,
asked for by some directors with the erroneous concept
that thus they are "saving the voices/* In both cases, ex-

treme damage can be done to the young voices.

What is needed is the "know-how" to secure freedom

of the vocal instrument, so that it can function easily with-

out undue pressure, with physical buoyancy, in the kind

of music best suited to the age levels of the students. Cor-

rect habits of posture should be begun in childhood; they
should be continued throughout the entire period of years

during which music is required and/or taught in the public
schools. During adolescence, the bony framework of the

body is gradually settling itself into the positions that it will

assume in adulthood. The muscles of the body are in a state

of flexibility, so that, in adolescence, the patterns of action

and of co-ordination are more easily established than at

any other period.
Music educators will rise to remark, at this point, that

it is not always possible, in choruses, to place emphasis on
such matters in the vocal program; that time does not

permit (and perhaps the administration does not encourage)
study of special techniques; that emphasis should be on "en-

joyment" in participation, and so on. These statements are

valid, but they tell only part of the story. In the first in-

stance, it is always possible, in education, to emphasize
aspects that are essential to the development of the whole
individual. If this is not done, then there is a failure in the
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educational process. In the second statement, it may be

answered by saying that the time element is not as im-

portant as many teachers seem to think. A few minutes

of suitable exercise, integrated into the study of the music

(usually this can be done), seem a very small part of the

hour to use in acquiring such a valuable item as posture
and breath! To answer the third statement, without the so-

called special techniques, there will ultimately be no real

enjoyment of the music, nor in participation.
It is only when

the youngsters feel the sense of achievement, of satisfaction

in a thrilling musical performance, of being able to sing

"without feeling the pains/' that they really reach the de-

sirable goal of true enjoyment in music. That is just the

point! Enjoyment comes in the sense of beautiful singing,

not in a halfhearted, slovenly making of sounds that can-

not be enjoyed by either the singers or the listeners.

The experienced director knows that students honestly

like to work and they will work, when they realize what

they are working for. Let us see what two of our greatest

music educators have to say on this point. "The secret

we are about to divulge to you is this: The adolescent

enjoys hard work! So our recipe for handling high school

boys and girls
in music is three-fold: 1) Select music of

high quality; 2) Direct it with vitality and genuine artistry;

3) Keep your pupils working hard ... so that they may
not have time to think about anything else and so that

they may experience the elation that comes from perfection

in performance."
1

In findings from the Survey concerning aspects of breath,

we find the following: Inclusive percentages of all observed

aspects show 19 per cent of all cases earning "A"; 44 per

cent, "IT; and, 37 per cent
<C

C." Factors considered were

those having to do with normal expansion, diaphragmatic-
costal function, "gasping," overcoming inertia, breathiness,

1. Dykema and Gehrkens, The Teaching and Administration of High
School Music (Boston: C. C. Birchard & Co., 1952). Used by permission.
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maintenance of breath position,
and correlation of breath

with musical phrase.
In the matter of normal expansion, it was found that a

simple fact was often ignored the obvious one that a suf-

ficient supply of air is necessary to any kind of tone pro-
duction. It was also found that this tied in closely with

neglect of good posture habits. Unless the body is brought
into and kept in correct alignment, it follows that normal

expansion can hardly be secured; the various parts of the

musculature cannot do their work.

"In the act of inhalation the lower ribs will spread out-

ward and upward, the front wall of the abdomen will

expand outward, and the back muscles will slightly expand
the ribs at this place. . . . The upper chest and shoulders

should not rise during inhalation beyond the level estab-

lished by good posture."
2
Survey observations show that

there is a prevalence of heaving chests and lifting shoulders

among adolescents. This tendency, unless corrected in its

early stages, will continue and become more fixed until it

will eventually be impossible for individuals to secure a

normal breath intake. Adolescents should be taught that

breathing for singing is as natural and as easy as breathing
for life sustaining; that the breath that supplies oxygen to

the blood stream is the very same breath that may be set

in vibration, on its way out, to become a singing tone.

They should learn to go along with not to fight this

functional phenomenon.
It will be noted that the word control has thus far not

been used in connection with these observations on breath.

We have been indoctrinated for so long in the use of the

term breath control that it is almost invariably the first

term that comes to mind whenever the subject of breath
comes up, It is used so loosely that it means very little to

2. National Association of Teachers of Singing, "Training the Vocal
Instrument" (Official Pronouncement), 1946.
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most persons. Control denotes a state of balance of all

parts, adjusted for nearly perfect functioning; it is the

end, not the means to the end. A student may be told to

"control his breath/* but he probably will not be able to

do it until he has learned, by physiological and psycho-

logical means, the activation and co-ordination patterns

essential to the breath function. Then control will be the

result. Attempts at localized, consciously operated control

will usually bring about extreme tensions and consequent

insecurity in the singer.

Second in the list of observation points was diaphrag-

matic-costal function. To explain briey: This terms means

simply the co-operation of the diaphragm, with the expand-

ing muscles between the ribs (costals) during the act of

inhalation. It does not indicate a "method" of breathing.

The author used it as a criterion in judging breath habits. In

the Survey, it was noted whether the young people's at-

tention was called to any means of securing deep, ample

breath, or whether there were any suggestions to help them

in securing it including psychological means. Results in-

dicated weakness in this aspect, in the majority of cases.

Some suggestions were heard, intended to be helpful

to the students, such as these: "Breathe from your dia-

phragm"; "Breathe with the diaphragm"; "Fill your belt";

"Fill your diaphragm with air"; and the like. The purpose of

these directions was probably to arouse an awareness of the

deeper breathing functions, and without doubt the intentions

were of the best. Such statements have been current for many

years. The author has asked students (high school gradu-

ates), countless times, to demonstrate what was produced

by such directions. In all cases, the result was exactly noth-

ing; students invariably revealed that they actually did

not understand what the director meant.

Let us face facts. The function of the breath in singing

is basically simple. For more than three hundred years, voice

teachers and directors have made of it a complex matter,
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a difficult feat to accomplish. Let us "take off the wraps"
and see if we can discover how to use the living breath

for singing, within its own natural function.

1. Breath enters the lungs when they are expanded.
Note the word "enters"; not the term "is forced into." Ex-

pansion comes first, in normal, quiet, living breath process;

the air follows, because the space has been created. Na-

ture abhors a vacuum. In the life process, expansion occurs

in a slow, rhythmical way. When stress or excitement oc-

curs, that expansion must become very rapid. The act of

singing is one of these extra demands; expansion must

usually take place instantaneously when singing is to occur.

The intercostal muscles, being elastic, are the leaders in

the act of expanding. Other connecting sets of muscles co-

operate to make space for the incoming air. One of these

is the diaphragm, a dome-shaped muscle that separates the

thoracic cavity from the abdomen. It co-operates by flat-

tening (partially) and pressing downward and slightly out-

ward. This causes the muscles of the abdominal wall to

move slightly outward, and to offer elastic tensions of a

kind that will tend to support the expanded position of

the chest. This helps to maintain a balanced musculature

during the time needed for singing a series of tones, such

as a musical phrase.
2. An important facet of breathing for singing is often

neglected. Air, of itself, has no energy, but must be set in

motion, or energized, by the muscles surrounding it. Since

the singer has no direct control over the air itself, he must

perforce vitalize the muscles, i.e., overcome natural inertia.

One of the notable points in watching a great artist sing

(if one has the opportunity to observe at close range) is

that the artist's body is vitalized and is never phlegmatic.
The amateur singer can very profitably take a leaf from
the great singer's book. He can also practice the necessary
co-ordinating exercises, which result in a muscular memori-
zation of actions to produce that vitality and consequent
ease of breath activity. Many fine works on voice give es-
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sential exercises that can be practiced by anyone who
wishes to develop his voice in a satisfying way.

3. Sustaining a tone line for a phrase of average length,,
makes it necessary for the chest to be maintained in an

expanded, or partially expanded, position for the duration

of the phrase. Obviously, some of the air leaves the thorax

during phonation, but this is only a small fraction of the

total amount being held in reserve in the lungs. The pres-
sure that activates the outward-moving air should come
from the inward and upward action of the intercostals

and the diaphragm, not as so often occurs from the in-

ward and downward pressure of the clavicular and upper
chest muscles.

The formative years of adolescence are the best period
for the indoctrination of all these fundamentals. Students

who have been so trained will enter college with few, if

any, of those problems that beset the college voice teacher

and director, and that make the usual remedial work neces-

sary. For those thousands of young people who perhaps
will never study voice, these fundamentals are just as im-

portant. They will sing in choirs and choruses and in other

amateur ways, and their voices will remain fresh and
vital much longer than is usual, and they will "sound good"
all their adult lives.
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WORDS

Aspects of diction (the expressive use of words in sing-

ing) were observed in the Survey of Secondary School

Vocal Music under the following specific points: a) Pro-

nunciation; b) Enunciation; c) Vowel Release; d) Vowel

Concept; e] Clarity of Consonants; and f ) Expressiveness of

Consonants.

Findings in all of these areas, in the 100 high schools

visited, resulted in the following percentages:

a) Pronunciation A 49% B 43% C 8%

b) Enunciation A 45% B 38% C 17%

c) Vowel Release A 37% B 41% C 22%

d) Vowel Concept A 46% B 39% C 15%

e) Consonants (clarity) A 39% B 42% C 19%

f) Consonants (expressiveness) A 7% B 42% C 35%

This shows a preponderance of "A" ratings in Pronounci-

ation, Enunciation, Vowel Concept; of "B" ratings in Vowel

Release, Consonant Clarity, Consonant Expressiveness; but

with no very great percentage of
<C

C" ratings in any aspect.

To the author, this is indicative of a degree of improve-
ment over some of these aspects in choruses of former

years, which were often criticized adversely in matters

of diction. The rather surprising weakness in the last point

Expressiveness of Consonants is almost universal. This

will be explained in later paragraphs.
Pronunciation. It is often assumed that pronunciation

of the English language is uniform in the United States;

42
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that definitive standards exist. In a general way, this may
be true, but there are many specific exceptions. A common

saying among teachers and directors is "Sing as you speak."
This is one of those well-meant directions, but a fallacious

one, unless its meaning is clearly understood. A more mean-

ingful way to get that idea across would be to teach the

relation of the spoken word to the vocalized word; to teach

a realization of the fact that singing words is an extension

of speaking words, and that several factors are thereby
involved.

Some of these factors are the following: (1) When a

syllable is spoken, it is usually not sustained for more than

a fraction of a second (except in cases of unusual stress,

when the syllable approaches intoning or singing). When
a syllable is sung, the vowel sound is usually held longer
than in speaking, on one or more sustained pitches. Initial

and final consonants are, as a rule, uttered instantaneously,
and constitute a momentary interruption to the flow of the

vowelized tone. (2) Singing occurs on a much greater

variety of pitches, which is in itself an involvement for

words, and causes many problems in pronunciation, since

the range of the pitches is much more limited than in speak-

ing. (3) The intensified vibratory qualities in singing, due
to increased laryngeal tensions and increased resonation of

the initial tone and word, all combine to make it necessary
to give the vowel formants all possible freedom during

phonation.
Another factor that concerns pronunciation is that of

regional divergence in sound and accent of words. We are

all familiar with some of the more outstanding instances of

sounds peculiar to a given area, such as "Southern accents,"

"Brooklynese," "Midwestern R," "Hoosier twang," "Texas

drawl," and so on. All these, and many more, are results of

the social and cultural life in geographic areas and racial

groups, and as such have very considerable effect upon
our social mores. It is agreed by many students of linguistics
that it is not only futile but perhaps undesirable to attempt
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to standardize the speech of all Americans. This would re-

sult in a static, vapid sort of communication. We know

that, for linguistic growth and development, there must be

gradual changes in speech and word usage, and that in-

fluences from one area often spread into other areas, thus

affecting pronunciation. However, it is possible to follow

generally accepted patterns of American speech in the

study of singing, so that texts are always clearly under-

stood, and that careless, slovenly mannerisms do not creep

in to spoil the inherent beauty of our language.

Some of those careless ways of singing words may be

found in nearly every part of the United States, thus re-

gional differences in pronunciation cannot be held responsi-

ble for them. Among those found in the Survey to be uni-

versally prevailing were (1) diphthongizing of vowels

(where no diphthongs exist, or, if they do, should be

minimized), e.g.,
"fire" made to sound almost like "fah-

yurrrr"; (2) disregard of the vowel sounds e and i in unac-

cented syllables, e.g.,
"heav-un" for "heav-en"; "ev-ul" for

"ev-il." These are instances where young singers should be

made aware that singing is an extension of speech., that each

vowel should be pronounced correctly while being sus-

tained, whether it occurs in an unaccented syllable or not.

These were among the more glaring errors in pronunciation,

it was found, for which few or no attempts were made at

correction.

Enunciation. The word enunciate is derived from Latin

roots meaning "to announce/* Thus it may be defined as

"a projective, dynamic, or energizing process whereby vocal

sonancy is applied to vowels and consonants." 1 The defini-

tion implies clarity of all word sounds, which was my princi-

pal concern in the evaluation of this point while making the

Survey. Enunciation is closely interrelated with Pronuncia-

tion and Consonant Clarity. Findings in all of these points

1. Victor Alexander Fields, Training the Singing Voice (New York:

King's Crown Press, 1947).
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will be found to be remarkably similar.

It was found that, in many instances, attention was paid
to enunciation; distinct efforts were made by directors to

achieve a degree of word clearness. Where these attempts
went hand in hand with understanding of word with tone,

good singing resulted, but where enunciation was empha-
sized at the sacrifice of tonal quality, harshness, thickness,

and unevenness resulted, and the voices failed to sound
musical.

Some weakness was apparent in the teaching of proper

syllabication, or division of words, to fit the music as writ-

ten. A study of the "tone-syllable" system, as propounded
by the choral directors of the Fred Waring Enterprises,

may be of value and practical assistance to directors who
lack understanding of this problem. However, a director

who has had a minimum of voice study under a qualified
teacher of voice should find it possible to correct such word
habits without resorting to such artificial analyses of the

language. Systems such as these, used to excess, tend to

mechanize and make unnatural the entire word process.
Vowel Release. Since the vowel is the medium for sus-

taining tone, careful consideration should be given, in all

singing, to the freedom of its emission. Vocal tone is inevi-

tably conditioned by the vowel formant, as distinguished
from all other kinds of musical tone, which are not involved

in the production of word sounds. Correctly produced
vowels are concomitant with correctly produced vocal

tone, thus local tensions (of whatever origin) will invari-

ably set up conflicts within the tone-and-word producing
areas.

Parenthetically, it may be observed that choral directors

who have been trained chiefly in areas of piano or other

instruments have great difficulty in securing from their

groups both freedom of tone production and release of

vowel sounds. The reason lies in the simple fact that per-
sons trained to think instrumentally can hardly be expected
to think vocally; they will attempt to secure musical tone
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apart from considerations of the concomitant vowel over-

tones. My observations have convinced me that, notwith-

standing the fact that such directors are usually successful

in musical interpretations,
their results in choral tone leave

much to be desired, with regard to tone and word quali-

ties. Results in choral work so directed may be unsatis-

factory from several viewpoints, namely, (1) failure to

secure vowel~and-tone release will cause devitalization of

tone, lacking in color and richness of quality; (2) ultimate

monotony in musical interpretations,
since dynamic nuances

will tend to become mechanical; and (3) tensions set up

by the failure of vowel release will also cause strain within

the vocal mechanism injurious in working with any age

voices, but particularly so in the case of young and im-

mature voices. The obvious deduction from this would be

that choral directors of all youth organizations ought to

be trained vocally, with the preponderance of their prepara-

tory study in voice and related areas. I cannot speak too

strongly against the all-too-common practice of school ad-

ministrators who hire "music" directors, in high schools,

whose primary interest and training is in band instruments

or piano, and churches that engage "ministers of music"

who are principally trained in organ. Do not misunderstand

me; I do not for one moment minimize the value of instru-

mental training for any musician. I only wish to emphasize
the necessity of voice, of true vocal concepts, for the choral

director.

A prevalent concept among many voice teachers and
choral directors is one that attempts to "form" or "shape"
vowels by extraneous tensions of the lips, by overwidening
of the mouth, by overopening or overdosing of the pharyn-

geal cavity, by conscious tensions of the tongue, by lifting
the soft palate, and so on. These are distortions of normal

speech patterns. They are not only unnecessary, they are

indeed harmful. Research in scientific laboratories by physi-
cists, acoustical experts, and speech and voice pathologists
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have combined to disprove many of the traditional, and

formerly accepted, concepts of this kind.

For example, the National Association of Teachers of

Singing, in its official pronouncement, Training the Vocal

Instrument, makes this statement: "Vowels are properly
formed and resonated in the laryngeal and oral areas of the

pharynx, supplemented to some extent by the mouth cavity,

Excessive lip-shaping of vowels should be avoided, . . . For-

mation and resonation of vowel-tones in the laryngeal and
oral cavities of the pharnyx will not cause them to sound

'throaty' or guttural. All free tone sounds *in front' to a

listener."

Since we must accept the fact that singing is an exten-

sion of speech, it follows that a vocalized vowel must be

the same as the spoken vowel, plus extensions made neces-

sary by greater pitch range, intensity, and sustaining of

the pitch for a longer time. Speech patterns are established

in early childhood by the child's imitation (by means of

its ear) of sounds made by its elders. Singing does not en-

tail any alteration of the speech pattern; it does necessitate

a greater amount of space and more freedom from muscular

tension, in order to create satisfactory word-and-tone sounds.

Vowel Concept. This point deals with the mental pic-
ture of the vowel sound immediately before the sound is

created by the vocal mechanism. Again quoting from the

pronouncement of the National Association of Teachers of

Singing: "Correct vowel concept and pitch should be pre-

pared before and held during inhalation. This will auto-

matically establish the desired throat position for tone if

there is no antagonistic muscle-resistance."

In the case of a choral director working with adolescents,

it would appear to be essential that vowel concepts should

have their origin in the mind of the director, so that, when
the chorus begins to sing, corrections may be made if the

choral concept does not agree with that of the director. A
simple and effective way of improving choral vowel con-
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cepts is for the director to sing the particular sound in ques-

tion; first, to demonstrate the correct way to sing it; second,

to imitate the chorus* way of singing it, for the purpose of

demonstrating the difference in sounds. For a vocally trained

director this should not be difficult. Admittedly this is

"teaching by imitation/' but it is more than that; young

people need to have models for their observation; much of

their learning is by means of imitation, in every area of

skill-leaxning. How can they develop any concept without

good models to observe and to follow? In this connection,

they should be encouraged to listen to all possible good

singing both solo and chorus to build up a consistent

aural and mental concept. They should not slavishly copy
what their director does, but obviously he is the model
closest at hand.

Assuming a vowel to be correctly pronounced, there

remain other factors in its production with which teachers

and directors should be conversant; for example, the acous-

tical composition of the vowel This may be described as

consisting of a fundamental, or pitch frequency, and a series

of overtones. When these two elements are in proper pro-

portion, each standard vowel has a characteristic tonal

spectrum or "formant/* The fundamental is produced by
the vibrating action of the vocal bands; the overtones de-

pend upon resonation in various areas for their existence.

One of the hallmarks of a truly superior voice teacher or

vocal director is the ability to recognize and to distinguish
the finer qualities of the several basic vowel sounds, plus
the knowledge and experience with which to train others

to so recognize and distinguish such sounds. A certain

amount of scientific training and study is of material as-

sistance in attaining this ability to determine correct vowel

formants, and in determining lacks in the component parts
of words and tone.

Consonant Articulation. Much criticism has been leveled

at American singers, both amateur and professional, for

careless, slovenly articulation of the consonant sounds. Some
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of this criticism is amply deserved. Occasionally the lapses
are excused on the ground that "English is, after all, an

impossible language for singing." Such comment is prob-

ably made by persons who are uninformed about either

singing or language structure. Since English does happen
to be the mother tongue of most Americans, its speech pat-
terns are established in early childhood, and therefore are

quite natural to native Americans. Unless unusual inter-

ferences in the developmental process occur, it may be as-

sumed that the speech patterns so learned will remain in-

tact, needing only further development and understanding
in order to result in satisfactory word production through-
out adolescence and adulthood.

For the average listener, singing may mean very little

unless he can understand the words readily and without

effort on his part. To many, the words are more important
than the music. So it is essential for all teachers and di-

rectors to make consonant articulation a "must" in their

approaches to solo or choral music.

It was found, in the Survey, that the consonants that

usually stood out most clearly were those of the fricative

or explosive type, while those not clear tended to be the

"voiced" consonants (those in which sound is concurrently

produced, such as v, I, n). Even in the former (i.e., thy t?p),
there were often omissions, especially when they occurred

at the end of a phrase. For example, we may cite the

chorus for women's voices, "Lift Thine Eyes/' from Men-
delssohn's Elijah, in the performance of which this observer

has seldom heard the final "p" of "help," in the phrase
"whence cometh help," which most certainly makes the

meaning to be quite another thing from what the Scriptures
intended!

Also it was found, in making the Survey, that directors

who realized the importance of good diction often worked
hard to secure it in their choruses, often with a degree of

success. The thought occurred to the author, in listening to

high-school groups, that they fear the possibility of their
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voices "standing out/' not blending with the others if they
were to speak words clearly. They have been thoroughly in-

doctrinated against that. Again, it must be emphasized that

singing is an extension of speech; some consonants must be

exaggerated in order to be understood. This is particularly
true of the voiced consonants, in many of which the articu-

lation is possible with a light touch, and which may sound

clear to die singer, but not be heard at all by the listener.

An example of this would be the phrase "God is love/' in

which the word "God" is nearly always sounded clearly,

but the word "love" is quite the contrary. In the latter,

both consonants are voiced. One good method of clarifying
this point for the students is to record the song. They
will at once hear from the recording what they could not

hear while singing it.

One strange tendency was observed in the Survey; this

was the prolongation of final n, m, and ng sounds. Perhaps
this is due to the influence of radio style in some kinds of

popular music. For some obscure reason, vocalists have
been coached to do this, in the past, by radio directors who
wished some kind of "special effect" by so doing. This

has, happily, become passe among many commercial singers
and groups, but its influence lingers on.

Consonant Expressiveness. Expression, or emotional in-

tent, may be considered to be the focal point of the entire

subject of diction in singing. Diction may be defined as the

sensitive and intelligent projection of language. It properly
embraces stress, nuance, color, and text phrasing. It may
be summed up as meaningful interpretation of the text. It

does not mean merely understandable words!

The Survey ratings on this point show the lowest num-
ber of "AV of all points in the entire Survey. While there

was much attention given to the mechanical aspects of

words, little was paid to the meaning of the texts. Rare,
indeed, is the choral director who begins the study of a
new song by having the group, or an individual in the group,
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read the poem aloud. Even more rare is lie whose approach
to a tone problem is by way of word analysis. It is the

author's considered opinion that this aspect is one of the

most neglected in all areas of singing by our youth. If it were

more used and better understood there would be infinitely

more enjoyment of adolescent singing both chorus and solo.

In the introductions to a series of his editions of song
volumes, Bernard U. Taylor, noted voice teacher and edi-

tor, of New York City, emphasizes the importance of the

study of the text before approaching the study of the music

of the song. He recommends the reading of the poem aloud,

by the student, in order to understand its meaning. A di-

rector or voice teacher should be able to read a poem with

real understanding; he can easily show the group or an

individual how to do this. It will not take very long for

the students to get into the habit of doing this themselves.

One of the important areas in a teacher's preparation should

be a course in oral interpretation, and some experience in

acting and speaking. Since every song is, first of all, a poem,
it should go without saying that a voice teacher or director

must have studied the poetic and dramatic literature of his

particular language, very extensively.

SUMMATION

Let us remember one underlying aspect of diction: The
word is an integral part of vocal tone. It is not possible to

sing a tone without at the same time uttering a word sound.

Vowel sounds are initiated at the vocal bands. They may
be altered to some degree by mouth formation, but most

English sounds are articulated by lip, tongue, and teeth

contacts and positions, with certain amounts of breath

pressure. Since speech patterns are set up in the early

years of life, they need not be altered in later years, unless

corrections must be made in the speech itself.
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Common sense and knowledge of the English language
should be more relied upon in working with young voices.

"Diction exercises'* may be unnecessary, often a waste of

time. Simplicity and naturalness should be the keynotes
for singing language sounds.



CHAPTER V

SOME CONSTRUCTIVE SUGGESTIONS

In preceding Chapters, we have discussed in some detail

the problems confronting the director and teacher. Most of

these are allied to the work of the private voice teacher,

as well. Now let us consider a few of the specific matters,

usually thought of as "problems/' to see if we can come

up with some suggestions for their handling. It may be
added that all of these depend for their solution upon a

clear understanding of what has been said previously.
The Changing Voice. What shall we do with the boys

when their voices begin to change? This is a question posed
by all beginning teachers, and, as with all such questions,
it cannot be answered with a simple, quick-trick formula.

Certain facts should be kept in mind: (1) not only boys'
voices but

girls'
voices as well undergo certain mutations

during puberty and adolescence; (2) boys* voices need not

"break" at the time of change, as was once commonly sup-

posed; and (3) boys should be kept singing most if not

all of the time during the period of change.
The voice "change'* is simply a phenomenon o the

growing years; that of the boy changes more rapidly, hence

in a more abrupt and disturbing way, than does that of the

girl. The latter undergoes a gradual change, more in quality
than in pitch; it matures at an earlier age than that of the

boy, however. Boys' voices should move into the new, lower

pitches gradually, and should normally develop toward the

quality of the adult male one or two tones at a time, If

there is a sudden shift to a lower area, in which the boy
is "one day a soprano, the next a bass," some abnormality

53
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may be indicated. Often this sudden *1>reak'
7

occurs be-

cause the boy has been singing too high, too long, and

the vocal cords are strained beyond their capacity.
Some years ago, it was the consensus that boys should

not sing at all during the breaking period. This view was

especially held in Europe, but there are still holders of

this belief in the United States. In recent years, it has been

quite conclusively demonstrated that not only can boys sing

during the change, but also that it is advisable for them to

do so. This premise must be qualified by the assumption
that they have adequate vocal guidance in schools and

choirs. It presupposes teachers who will watch them care-

fully for symptoms that indicate the advisability of their

moving to other voice parts, and who will be alert to the

beginnings of poor vocal habits. Singing under proper

supervision, at this time, is beneficial, because it is one of

the best ways to counteract the effect of playground yelling
and the many weird, nameless sounds that are constantly

being made by teen-age boys.
If boys' voices are correctly handled during the junior

high school years, little difficulty should be experienced in

their use during the remaining years of adolescence. For

helpful suggestions for working procedures in the junior

high school, I can do no better than to recommend to

teachers (including private voice teachers) the careful

study of articles by Dr. Irvin S. Cooper, of Florida State

University. Out of his many years of teaching vocal music
in the junior high school, Dr. Cooper has evolved very help-
ful practices, including a new interpretation of the "alto-

tenor" voice, which he terms the cambiata. He has "taken

off the wraps" of some outmoded ideas in this area. Some of

his publications are listed in the Appendix of this book.

When boys enter senior high school, they sometimes

sing in boys* glee clubs, rather than in the mixed chorus,

especially in the sophomore year. At this age (around the
fifteenth year) their voices are still in a critical state, since

they lack confidence in their ability to use the new-found
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voices, and since the music assigned to them is usually of

greater difficulty than they have previously experienced.
Both of these factors will be very materially helped if one

simple change is made from customary procedures in boys'

glee clubs: music should be in arrangements for three parts
rather than the usual four, or TBB. This eliminates the fear

that besets the boys who must at once sing a first-tenor

part, often written in such a way as to tax more experienced
and older tenors. All of the boys who can and should sing
the tenor part will have no difficulty with the range and
tessitura of this kind of part. Another point in favor of

the three-part song is that the bass part will have a much
more satisfactory tessitura for young voices, and also the

harmony may tend toward more skillful voice writing as

well as toward better harmonic progressions. Probably the

three-part arrangement is the answer to most of the prob-
lems of the tenth grade, and even beyond. This arrange-
ment has been recognized as superior for girls* voices in

girls* glee clubs. Its use may be a major reason for the suc-

cess of girls' groups, almost universally.
Some definite principles and procedures for successful

vocal practices will be found in the official publication of

the Music Educators National Conference, Music in Amer-
ican Education. The vocal section of this work was de-

veloped by the Vocal Committee of the Conference during
the years 1953-54. The writer had the honor of being a

member of this committee, which was most capably headed

by Dr. Alex Zimmerman, Supervisor of Music, San Diego,
California. Much data on voice ranges, classification, suit-

able music, correct vocal and musical procedures is here

set forth.

"Girl Tenors? There appears to be an idea abroad in

the land that, for some mysterious reason, God in His in-

finite goodness has not seen fit to create tenors sufficient in

number to balance the other voices in choruses, be they in

high school, college, or church choirs. Frequently directors

are heard to say, "As usual, this year we do not have enough
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tenors, so I am placing several girls
in the first-tenor section

of the chorus/* Our answer to these directors would be

this: "Look for your tenors in the baritone section, where

perhaps half of the boys are really tenors, or look for

them on the football fields." Where boys have not had good
habits of singing instilled during the ninth and tenth grades,
and their voices have been allowed merely to "drop" or

whither they will, they have very often (much too often)

adopted a fixed idea that because they cannot "sing high"

they must perforce "sing low." This is, of course, a falla-

cious idea, which indicates the need for the directors* ex-

pert guidance. An almost infallible way of determining
the true quality of a boy's voice is to listen carefully to

his speaking voice. The quality should give the clue to

the part for him to sing, not necessarily the tones,

or apparent range, which he is able to sing at a given
time. Study of the psychology of the adolescent will prepare
the teacher to deal with what may be a real psychological

problem, due to many years* indoctrination of the idea that

"tenors are sissies." Here is a clear challenge to any teacher.

To urge, or even to allow, girls to sing a tenor part
is to condemn them to a sadly frustrated vocal future.

There is never a college year, at least in the college where
I teach, but sees at least a dozen prospective chorus singers
and voice students who have "sung tenor" for most of

their high-school years. Those who study voice usually
must resign themselves to at least several months of reme-

dial work, to build up their voices correctly, before anything
can be accomplished in the way of singing. The thought
often occurs to me to wish that their former directors could

know about their discouraging and sometimes heartbreak-

ing experiences.
The reasons for plain speaking on this point are twofold:

first, in singing a tenor part, a girl is using her voice in

its least well-developed area; if she is to sing audible tone,

especially below Middle C, she must force her voice into

the heavy mechanism, which is not normally usable during
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adolescence; and second, if she sings the part with boys,
she is using her least satisfactory tones, while the boys
are singing the same pitches, which are often in the most

satisfactory area of their voices, and thus she is competing,
and will perforce oversing, in order to be heard. For both

reasons, results will be acoustically unsatisfactory as well

as vocally dangerous and musically inadequate.
The best suggestion for this so-called problem is to use

tenors for singing tenor parts, to teach them how to use

their budding voices correctly, and to supply them with

music within their capabilities.

Everyone loves to sing; more people can enjoy more

singing within groups than alone. For this reason, choral

singing is at an all-time high, in amount and in general

interest, and this is good. If the foregoing pages have at

times seemed pessimistic or "viewing with alarm," it is

because the writer is keenly interested in the welfare of

youth. It is certainly not intended that the very large amount
of truly excellent choral singing now going on should be

minimized in the slightest degree. All praise and commen-
dation is due those sincere teachers, both in schools and in

voice studios, who are preparing young people for great
and glorious experiences in singing, and who are providing
them with wonderful inspiration during the adolescent

vears. It can be done!
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